
eek ehind the ask: n proach to t(e~re

Hidden ehavi r in [~:nmmercial

Tacoma

In conducting an impact evaluation of a retrofit commercial conservation program, Tacoma Light
staff determined that classic comparison group techniques could not be used effectively to estimate
program savings. There were frequent differences between audit-predicted and meter-observed savings
estimates even though post-installation visits to aU participants indicated that the measures were correctly
installed and operating properly. These visits also indicated that at half of the businesses, significant
changes in energy use intensity apparently masked performance of the installed energy conservation
measures. The establishment of a relevant comparison group to adjust for these behaviors was precluded
by the small program sample, and a lack of sufficient data on non-treated businesses to establish a control
group.

An alternative approach, the outlier savings adjustment technique, was developed to identify net program
This technique assigns savings estimates for participants whose observed savings differ

S1.U)sUmtlaUly from predicted savings. Specifically, for participants with differences outside a set range of
pre-program consumption, savings were adjusted to the average of those within that range.

A.PPl1c~at)lOn of the indicates that effective measure was masked
behavior independent of the installed measures. of the to a larger group of program
pa111crpants SUj~2e~sts that it may be generally as an estimator of overall program savings.

Introduction

This paper discusses the of the comparison
group in assessing sman programs, presents an

alternative and presents the results of its appli-
cation to the initial 15 projects and to a set of 76
nrcllects from the same conservation program.

y Comparison

This led to the development of an alternative approach, an
outlier to assessing program

With the mcreaSlD,R UJlte~;ratlon of energy conservation into
comes the need to

at the level. The
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r-n'!l''t('U''''''DlMc:,nn group have been

from a
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and groups were avail-
mc. 1990).

examination of the measure and
business behavior of a subset of 15 commercial retrofit
Dr(J~lects in the Tacoma Public Utilities service area led to
the conclusion that these comparison group assessments
had not reveal the true of the 15 projects.

The comparison approach to assessing program impact, as
described in the introduction, has proven useful and
acceptable for many applications. histories provide
inexpensive and accessible monthly consumption totals for
buildings in treatment and comparison populations.
are good indicators of overall program performance if

types, treatment type, weather impacts and
occupant activity are and can be controlled for
based on the size and/or similarity of both the program
and treatment groups.
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[Gross Savings (kWh)- Predicted Savings (kWh)]

Pre-audit consumption (kWh)

This indicator was same as that used an earlier assessment
of masked performance in CIPP projects in the Tacoma
City Light Service area (Lerman and Perich-Anderson
1991)0

post-installation consumption, differed. substantially from
predicted savings in either direction. Our approach to the
problem was to use an indicator of deviation which
incorporated gross savings (pre minus post usage) and
predicted. savings. Deviation was calculated as the dif
ference between predicted and observed savings compared
to total pre-program consumption. In order to treat over
performers and under-performers equally, the sign of the
deviation was ignored.

However, when these conditions are not met, the compari
son approach may provide misleading estimates of pro
gram effectiveness. If there are relatively few of any type
or size of building participating in a program, the confi
dence with which a comparison group can be used to
adjust consumption to indicate program performance is
diminished. Likewise, if there is a range of measures
offered. as part of a conservation program, not all of
which are applicable or required of all participants, it is
difficult to match a comparison group to the participants.

This difficulty is becoming more evident as utilities begin
assessing conservation programs with participants that
vary widely in size and intensity of energy use and adopt
treatments which range from minor operating changes to
major redesigns of equipment6 As the Cambridge study
notes, "It is very difficult to identify exact matches
between a control sample and a participant sample on a
building-by-building basis, because there win almost

be some difference that can be identified

Symbolically, the
expressed as foHows:

of the deviation can be

The resulting variable multiplied times 100 yields a
deviation from predicted savings expressed as a per
centage of pre-audit consumption. This normalized the
differences by the magnitude of consumption and per
mitted us to compare the performance of both large and
sman project without the distortions inherent in
comparisons of absolute variations from predicted or
calculated savings. Poor performers, those showing low
savings or even increases in post-installation consumption,
were afforded the same treatment as over-performers,
those with savings far exceeding audit-based predictions.

A threshold 15 % deviation from predicted savings was
established * Participants with differences in savings

than 15 % of pre-program consumption and who
gave evidence of successful installation and maintenance
of conservation measures were defined as outliers and
were savings based on the average savings
percentage of participants with differences in savings of
less than 15 %" Projects which, on the basis of follow-up
visits and interviews, demonstrated substantial changes in
measure installation or operation were dropped from the
outlier adjustment processo Both the initial and the
expanded sample each had one project dropped from
analysis for this reason.

nn"'in"'u:u·'l"lI.l!~::U Conservation

The limitations of the are "lI""IlO1ll""T'1I£'1I~_

evident in the of commercial
OUll!(11lD11;So Commercial conservation measures often focus
on a small of a energy use while
histories reflect energy use in. whole or OU1U01Lnl!

suhsectionso At this there is no distinction between
measure behavior and in energy use
attributable to business hour cn~m$1~es, eQIuplrneJlt afl1(UUO,ns,

m economic weather and
other factors 0 As a in energy COilSUm1J~tlOln

behavior unrelated to measures can mask measure-related
in. COlrlStlmlDtl~()n0

should be aesngrled.
the a22reszate'l

The nature of commercial and
lack of information about these limits the

to a group of As
noted in Evaluation of Commercial Incentives Pilot

"Control groups
rep,resent the in
n"'1"II"t~o,~C',,....,nC' should be made at the

a control group should be as
as DO:SSllble for the evaluation so that any

anomalies in the factors controHed for that occur in
the control win be aVt~ra,;!ea ouL ~f

The Adjustment Process

The masked
a

addressed
those

prt~-lrlSUlHaluo,n IDlflUS

The selection of 15 % as the outlier threshold was based
on several informed assumptions about building behavior.
The first assumption is that project savings estimates are
an accurate representation of measure performance6 They
are produced by trained analysts prior to installation and
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from smallest toof th.eir deviation pelrCe]t1ta~ges

largest deviation ..

Additional

Application of the outlier increased
the program savings estimate from 596,280 kWh to
675,899 kWh which indicates that 79,619 kWh of savings
were possibly being maskecL The increase in estimated
program savings was from 19 .. 7 % to 22" 3 %0

While we found the useful m a
limited number of we felt it necessary to
conduct additional testing of the on a
group of buildings. The intent was to examine whether the
pattern of difference between and observed
consumption for a larger sample of buildings was
and test the applicability of the approach on a larger group
of buildings to determine if results similar to those
prf'!1i(~att~ on the initial 14 would result from
the analysis of the program pOiDulatl~on.

further Evaluation

Data were for additional under
the same commercial retrofit program. Of these, 76 had
COllsumt:ptlOll1 histories for a minimum of one year to
and one year the treatment date. Additional
information on measure and cost, and limited
foHow-on data were included for each One
documented as ceased with a electric
boiler in the treatment was dropped from
additional for a final group of 75 bUJtIOJlflQ'S.

The 75 that were examined the outlier
in pre-treatment annual

COllSUlnpt,lon from 34,780 kWh to 9,518,400 kWh with an
average of 746,146 kWh which is indicative of
oUlldllruzs pal~tlC,lP~ltml2: in the program than those in the
initial Their predicted savings from 2.1 %
to 7208% with an average of 14.. 6%. The differences
between their and observed from
0.1 % to 97 .. 7% with an average of 16.. 3% .. For this larger
sample, 36 of the 75 or 48 % exceeded the 15 % deviation
threshold .. Application of the outlier adjustment technique
to this group of 75 buildings indicated 3,015,668 kWh of
savings were being masked. savings increased
from 1.. 4% to 6 .. 8%. Table 2 illustrate details of the
outHer of these nr()l&~tS.

Additional of the group of 75 bUJ.Ioungs

was !>-'VJi,Ji.'-'&.lUlI.A!"'''''''"''" to see if the differences between nre~lc:ted.

and observed was a function of the size of

The second assumption is that no significant measure
related change occurred in the program buildings in the
year following treatment.. This is based on limited
information from CIPP Building Follow-on Worksheets
which addressed not only equipment modifications but also
such issues as hours of occupancy and HVAC setpoints..
This builds on the detailed inspection of the installation at
project completion to assure the factors of the installation
are as the estimator expected" Significant changes include
changes in measure controls, removal of measures, and
other factors which could render the measures ineffective..
Information on significant measure changes is based on
site visits and interviews with

one year after installation.

are based on an accurate accounting of the type, cost and
efficiency of the installed measures" These estimates
provide the best available information on measure
performance and are the product of multiple layers of
professional effort from the manufacturer, testing
laboratories, energy analysts, engineers and evaluators"
Each of the project estimates were subject to a rigorous
review prior to project approvaL Furthermore, each
project was inspected by multiple, trained inspectors to
assure correct measure installation" In this structured,
estimating environment performance which varies widely
from estimates indicates more than estimating error"

esults

The third is that variation in In
commercial is to be and win occur
over time as influenced normal fluctuation in business
practices" 'Ibis includes increased or decreased operating

occupancy, incidental ' and power
rates. This variation can mask rtened
payback as weB as unc:1el1per'tormance (lelrliZthelled

This is borne out in
foHow-on interviews and at Tacoma
and other utilities and Lerman 1991 ;

''U~nO'll'''Ollr- Resources

1ne 14 whose examination led to the d~'/~I~~n-

Inent of the outlier in pre-
treatment annual from 46,839 kWh to
1, kWh with an average of kWh.. Their

from 12,,5% to 65 .. 1% with and
average of 30.2 %.. The differences between their predicted
and observed savings ranged from 1.3% to 45.8% with an
average of 12.0% .. For the sample 7 of the 14 or 50%
exceeded the 15 % deviation threshold .. Table 1 illustrates
these and 1 is a
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the standard deviation of the outlier deviations and several
other thresholds were explored. Finally, an analysis of aU
thresholds ranging from 1% to 30 % was performed.

This analysis; which is graphically represented in
3, indicated that when the outlier adjustment

is applied to the 75 buildings the adjusted
program savings estimates were essentially the same for
aU thresholds above ten per cent.

Was it easier to estimate the
consumer or a small consumer?

were divided into three groups with
of up to 250,000

_,.., ..., .. ...., ...,'V' kWh to 500,000 kWh, or over 500,000 kWh..
indicated that. for the 25 the 25

m.HIS12:e<1, and the 25 smallest the distribution of

these differences was the same.. 2
illustrates this distribution.

The 74
annual

ummary

As noted the 15 % outlier threshold used in both
~.nll'!J!IUCI:::r.~ was chosen based on informed about
commercial and conservation programs. Even as

it was chosen as a reasonable range of
nt::ll-r'1"nr""M4!'!J!'nrot::ll to

it would be more if the outlier
threshold was somehow derived from the
known data the cohort to which it was applied ..
Several such thresholds were First was the
use of the average d.eviation as defmed for the outlier
adJustmelrJ.t tt:~.n]rHque. Then the average savings,

Average per cent savings of the larger group were
considerably lower than that of the initial group. This is
probably an indicator of larger buildings in the larger
group and therefore projects which impacted less of the
total building consumption.. This is, however, an impor
tant distinction to make, as it may indicate a disparity in
program performance and presents a challenge to applying
the outHer approach. For example, project outliers in the
initial study group were deemed to a savings of 22.3%,
whereas if grouped with the buildings in the second
sample, savings from the same projects outHers would be
deemed to approximately 6.8%. Populations to which the
outlier adjustment technique is applied must be true
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de'v'laltloil .. in addition to useful as a
for may also serve as a

'fl e for additional assessment of program effectiveness
at sites where or is

The variation between observed and was
distributed in both Level of variation

between observed and appears to be mdlept~naent

of initial project size or estimated These
OULI-'VV.il. 8.. the of a consistent band of acc:epltabJle
variation across nf()le<~ts..

The difference in between the initial
group of which were serviced by a

and the eXl)all4Jea group, which were serviced by a
several to a in the aPJ>rOlElCn

to evaluate across programs.,

andthe same

For both the smaller and the absolute
difference between observed and was

rather around 'the average. The
IDa.2'llilWCle in difference from 1e3% to 45.8% in
the smaller and from Oe 1% to 97.1 % in. the

When the real difference in is taken into account
group? 63 of the 75 PfOllects

to be less than the preCilcltect

in the smaller
had observed which were less than prt~H~te(:L

the basis of the follow-on we feel that ~'"'.:'tm.rlll1l>"l.nl'

ECM behavior appears as increased COilsu.m[~t1oln

in the

Conclusions

In a structured conservation program trained energy
analysts, engineers, installers and inspectors,

based on saveprojects
cantly more or less than do not
reflect measure-related alone.. Within a
program group, these Dr(Jllects are classified as as

The overall estimate of difference between total ore(hcted
and observed was kWh or 12 % for the
small group and 9, 198 kWh or 16.3% for the large
groupe If a similar array of measures was installed in each
group, the difference may indicate significantly different
.itA.U.IJa>V'8..i:) of exogenous variables in. the two groups, such as
business estimation
apJ:.ro~lCh'l or audit pr()CedUI'eS.,
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their electrical COI1SUIDlJltlon lies outside the range of
treatment that can be as

of the intervention into their
energy use. Outliers are a cn~ult~n~~e to program managers
and evaluators and offer an to refine our
un~jer'Stan(jllJ1gof energy conservation.

Each of a conservation
for error, but do errors in pre~l(~tloln
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....."'''"" ... ,.... ..... - measure

installation and measure performance explain significant
differences between predicted and observed savings?
Based on data obtained from follow-up visits and inter
views we conclude that when projects save significantly
less or more than predicted it is the result of activities
unrelated to the conservation program. The true savings
for these projects are masked by the of business
behaviors which are of the installed energy
conservation measures.
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!..U.a.:)hllA];:; can be accounted for by a range
acc~eD1tabjLe deviation from and adjust-

estimates of those outside that range.
The is the acceptable range of
accuracy and the level to which outliers win be adjusted
to.

If the of a energy conservation program is
high with regard to buildings, measures, and
measure behavior, a narrower band of acceptable per
formance may be justified. Savings from each outlier
could be adjusted to their Concerns
about quality control may call for a more conservative
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aOI)f04ach of a wider band of acc~epUllble per-
formance and to the averag~ savings for
cases within the band$ In either case the program

win more the of the conser-
vation program than histories alone$
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